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Abstract 

 This study examines the inter-annual variability of the thermal regime of two lakes, 

Quesnel Lake a very long residence-time lake and Kamloops Lake a short residence-time river-

dominated lake. The changes are compared to local climate conditions as well as inter-annual 

variability associated with the El Nino Southern Oscillation (ENSO). Observations include that 

higher air temperatures in El Nino years are associated with higher surface water temperature, as 

well as earlier onset and longer duration of summer stratification. Observed lake heat content 

calculated from temperature profiles balanced well with the sum of heat fluxes calculated from 

meteorological data. Results indicate differences in the importance of heat flux components to 

the heat budgets of these lakes especially the river throughflow in Kamloops Lake.  Since 

climate projections indicate more warming for this region the different potential impacts to the 

thermal regime of these lakes should be considered in environmental and resource management 

decisions.  
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Introduction 

Freshwater lakes and their associated ecosystems provide many important ecosystem 

services. These include food production via fisheries, recreation, drinking water, and pollution 

control to name a few. Climate change is thought to affect these ecosystems services by altering 

the thermal regime of lakes. Changes to thermal properties have already been observed in lakes 

around the world and include changes in duration and timing of stratification, thermocline 

depths, surface and whole lake temperatures, and ice cover dynamics (Shimoda et al., 2010). 

There is, however, not very much information on these effects to lakes in British 

Columbia.  If climate change alters the thermal regime of lakes, there may be significant impacts 

on biota, physical, chemical and biological processes, as well as resource management. 

Therefore, to gain a better understanding and enable predictions of potential effects of climate 

change on the thermal regime and the ecosystems of two lakes in BC, lake temperature and 

meteorological data were analyzed. The relationship of thermal component changes to ENSO 

patterns was also examined.  

A brief overview of climate change on a global scale is provided followed by regional 

climate change information. A description of lake dynamics and how these have been observed 

to be changing with climate warming as well as how changes in the thermal regimes are thought 

to impact lake ecosystems are also presented. Next, a detailed description of the sites included in 

this study is provided with background on the different management challenges they present.  

The lake temperature and meteorological data for the two lakes are examined to better 

understand the thermal component response to climate variability.  The components examined 

include surface temperature, heat content, top 50 m thermal structure, and on-set and duration of 

stratification. A discussion of the relationship between the thermal regime and the El Nino 
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Southern Oscillation (ENSO) and how this can be used to gain insight into longer term climate 

changes is included. Finally the implication of these findings to resource and environmental 

managers is discussed. 

 

Background Information 

 

Climate Change Overview 

According to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) Fourth Assessment 

Report (AR4) there is now unequivocal evidence that climatic warming is occurring  (IPCC 

2007).  The AR4 has linked climatic warming to anthropogenic green house gas (GHG) 

emissions with a high degree of confidence (estimated to be a 90% confidence level).  Their 

findings indicate that the global average temperature (i.e., average of all land and ocean 

temperatures) is rising at an increasing rate. They also note that the greatest increases in 

temperature have been seen at northern latitudes.  For example, a recent Canadian study that 

analyzed temperature data from 1953 to 2005 collected from climatological stations across 

Canada showed that overall annual temperatures have increased by 1.2ºC over this 48-year 

period, with the greatest temperature increase occurring in winter (Vincent, Wijngaarden, and 

Hopkinson 2007).   

In addition to changes in temperature, there have also been changes in global precipitation 

patterns noted with some areas becoming wetter and others drier in different seasons (IPCC 

2007).  Some of the other impacts of climatic warming noted by the IPCC include a reduction in 

ice and snow cover (including lake ice cover and mountain glaciers), changes in physical and 

biological systems, and impacts on hydrological systems.  
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Researchers have developed global climate models (GCM’s) that use different emission 

scenarios to forecast future warming.  These GCM’s predict global temperature and precipitation 

patterns.  These models predict varying degrees of warming with the greatest increases in 

temperature occurring at northern latitudes (IPCC 2007).   

Climate Change in British Columbia 

Impacts of climate change on a regional level are also being investigated.  There have been 

a number of studies in BC that have shown increasing temperatures (British Columbia Ministry 

of Environment (BCMOE) 2007; Buford, Dery, and Holmes 2009; Rodenhuis, Bennett, Werner, 

Murdock, and Bronaugh, 2009).  For example, a study by the Pacific Climate Impact Consortium 

(PCIC), which analyzed a century of temperature and precipitation data, found that the annual 

mean temperatures in British Columbia have increased by 2º C (Rodenhuis et al., 2009).  They 

also found that the degree of temperature change observed throughout the province varied by 

region and season. The greatest increase in temperatures was seen in minimum temperatures 

during the winter over most of BC; increases in maximum temperatures were also seen in areas 

like the Okanagan, Columbia Basin and Northwest BC. In another study by the provincial 

government in BC, similar trends of increasing temperature, with the greatest increases occurring 

in winter, were reported (BCMOE 2007).   

In addition to these province-wide studies, even more localized climate data studies have 

been conducted. For example, an examination of climate data for the Quesnel watershed revealed 

a long-term increase in precipitation and mean minimum temperatures, with the largest increases 

occurring in the winter (Buford et al. 2009). The same study also found a long-term increase in 

river discharges and early spring freshets. 
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Predictions of future BC climate conditions using regional climate models (RCMs) also 

have been made. One model predicts an increase of 2.6º C in annual mean temperature in BC by 

2050 if GHG emissions continue at their current level (Rodenhuis et al., 2009). Other climate 

scenarios produce similar results, notably a projection produced from the average of an ensemble 

of low and high emissions model scenarios from the Canadian Climate Change Scenarios 

Network  (CCCSN) is shown in Figure 1. Predicted mean annual temperature increases range 

from 2.1ºC in the south-east to 2.4 ºC in the north-west (CCCSN, 2009). 

 

Figure 1.  Predicted annual mean temperature change (°C) in British Columbia 2041 to 2070 

relative to 1961 to 1990 based on multi-model means (CCCSN, 

http://cccsn.ca/images/ensemblescenarios/bc-2050s-med.png). 
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Impacts of Climate Change on Lakes 

The impact of observed and predicted climate change on freshwater systems is not well 

understood. As stated in IPCC AR4 (IPCC 2007), more research into how freshwater systems 

will respond to climate change is needed.  Climate change can alter the physical and, in turn, 

biological characteristics of lakes. Historically, it was thought that lakes were systems whose 

physical characteristics were controlled by localized climate patterns and did not change over 

time; however, now it is generally accepted that lakes are responding to a globally changing 

climate (Livingstone, 2008). Some of the anticipated impacts of climate change on physical 

characteristics of lakes include impacts on water temperature, duration and depth of stratification 

of summer and winter stratification, heat budgets and timing of ice cover (Hauer et al, 1997).  

The best physical variables to study the effects of climate change on lakes are thought to be 

epilimnetic (surface) temperature, duration of summer stratification and depth of thermocline due 

to factors including ease of measurement, signal integration and use as habitat assessments 

(Williamson, Saros, Vincent, and Smol, 2009).  When these physical characteristics of lakes are 

altered it can impact the ecology of the lakes. The impact of climate change on the following 

variables or ecosystem components of lakes are discussed in the following sections: 

 Water temperature; 

 Stratification and nutrient mixing; 

 Duration and timing of ice cover; and, 

 Fish and other aquatic biota. 

Water Temperature 

Increasing water temperatures have been observed in lakes around the world. The results of 

some prominent studies are summarized in Table 1.This warming has been observed throughout 
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the Pacific Northwest, including BC.  For example, in Cultus Lake, in southern BC, researchers 

found that mean monthly temperatures in surface (i.e., 0 m) and subsurface waters (0 to 10 m) 

measured in 2001 to 2003 had increased compared to data from the late 1920’s to mid 1930’s 

(Shortreed, 2007) although no trend was calculated. Similarly a study of Lake Washington 

from1964 to1998 revealed that the surface layer of the lake had warmed by 0.045ºC per year  

and the entire lake volume had warmed by 0.026ºC per year, with the most of this warming 

occurring in the spring (Arhonditis, Brett, DeGasperi, and Schindler, 2004).   

This same trend has been observed in other regions in North America. For example, in 

northwestern Ontario, Canada, researchers at the Experimental Lakes Area found that surface 

water temperatures in lakes have been increasing with air temperature (Schindler & Beaty, 1990; 

Schindler et al., 1996). These researchers also found that during the ice-free season, volume 

averaged water temperatures increased 0.06 to 0.09°C per year. It was also found that epilimnion 

(surface layer) thickness increased (Schindler et al., 1996). In the southwestern US, similar 

warming effects were seen by Coats, Perez-Losada, Schladow, Richards and Goldman (2006) in 

Lake Tahoe, Nevada. Analysis of data from 1970 to 2002 revealed that the volume averaged 

temperature of the lake had increased by an average of 0.015ºC per year.  

Similar trends have been observed across Europe.   For instance, an examination of lake 

temperature data for Lake Zurich in Switzerland from 1947 to 1998 revealed mean temperatures 

in the upper layers (0 to 20 m)  have increased by 0.024ºC per year and by 0.013ºC per year in 

the lower layers (below 20 m) (Livingstone, 2003). In another study, a meta-analysis of eighteen 

lakes in Europe also showed consistent lake water temperature increases with increased air 

temperatures (Bleckner et al., 2007). Previously, it was assumed that due to amount of energy 

needed to increase the temperature of water (i.e. thermal inertia) in vast volumes of water, larger 
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lakes would be more resistant to the effects of climate warming. However, data show that larger 

lakes are as susceptible to effects of climate warming as smaller lakes.  An examination of sixty 

years of limnological data from the deepest and most volumous lake in the world, Lake Baikal in 

Siberia, showed an increase in surface temperature and depth of warming (Hampton et al., 2008). 

These researchers found the average surface water temperature had increased by about 0.02°C 

per year since 1946. 

Table 1 

 

Observed Rates of Lake Warming 

Lake Location Data Period 
*Warming Rate 

(°C/yr) Reference 

     

Lake Washington Seattle, Washington 1964-1998 0.045 (0-10m) Arhonditis et al. 2004 

   0.026  

Lake 239 Northwest Ontario 1970-1990 0.09 Schindler et al. 1996 

     

Lake 240 Northwest Ontario 1970-1990 0.06 Schindler et al. 1996 

     

Lake Tahoe California/Nevada 1970-2002 0.015 Coats et al. 2006 

     

Lake Zurich Switzerland 1947-1998 0.024 (0-20m) Livingstone 2003 

   0.013 (> 20m)  
Lake Baikal 

 
Siberia 

 
1946-2006 

 
0.02 

 
Hampton et al. 2009 

 

*warming rate is based on the entire lake volume unless otherwise noted.  

Stratification and Nutrient Mixing 

 Stratification occurs as a result of temperature controlled density differences in the water 

column. Water is at its maximum density when it is at 4ºC (3.94ºC to be precise for pure water at 

atmospheric pressure). At temperatures above and below this it is less dense. As the lake surface 

heats up it becomes less dense and floats on top of the denser colder water. As a result a warmer 

surface layer (or epilimnion) forms and becomes deeper as a result of mixing from wind energy.  

A temperature (and thus density) gradient, called the metalimnion, forms from the warm surface 
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layer to cold bottom layer known as the hypolimnion (Figure 2). This gradient acts a barrier to 

mixing of nutrients and influences water chemistry (e.g. dissolved oxygen). As surface 

temperatures cool with onset of colder weather in fall the lake becomes the same temperature 

throughout (isothermal) and can now mix throughout the water column. When the surface layer 

gets colder than 4ºC, inverse (or winter) stratification occurs as the surface is now colder than the 

bottom layer.  

It is thought that climate change might influence the mixing regimes or mixcis 

classification of lakes (Hauer et al., 1997). Lakes that mix or over turn once a year are called 

monomictic and those that mix twice a year are termed dimictic.  Other mixing regimes include 

lakes that never stratify (amictic) and those that mix several times a year (polymictic). This 

mixing is not always complete and lakes that do not mix entirely to the bottom are called 

meromictic, while lakes that mix completely are holomictic. It has also been proposed that 

climate change may result in less frequent complete mixing especially of deep lakes (Boerher, 

Fukuyama, & Chikita, 2008).  

 

 

Figure 2.  Layers in a typical stratified lake in summer.  
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Another of the key impacts of climatic warming on lakes is on the timing and duration of 

stratification, which can impact nutrient movement and primary productivity.  The formation of 

the metalimnion results in a barrier to nutrient and phytoplankton movement.  As a result 

changes in the timing and duration of stratification can cause major impacts on biological 

activity (Kalff, 2002). This temperature gradient reduces vertical mixing and longer periods of 

stratification will result in the trapping of nutrients in the cold bottom layer. This is especially 

thought to be true for deep lakes (Verburg and Hecky, 2009).  

Climate warming has been shown to cause earlier onset of stratification (i.e., formation of 

stable temperature layers) and longer periods of stratification (Adrian et al, 2009). For example, 

Lake Constance in central Europe has been experiencing increases in temperature since the 

1960’s, which has resulted in reduced winter cooling and upward nutrient mixing. Consequently, 

this has caused reduced nutrient availability, which can impact primary production and higher 

levels of biota in the lake (Straile, Johnk and Rosskenecht, 2003).  Similarly, Wagner and Adrian 

(2009) found a consistent reduction in nutrient availability due to earlier spring warming and 

stratification.  

In another example, Livingstone (2003) found by examining more than 50 years of 

temperature profile data for Lake Zurich in Switzerland, that warming has been occurring at all 

depths, with the greatest warming occurring in the epilimnion and metalimnion.  The result of 

this warming was a 2 to 3 week lengthening of the period of stratification. Changes were the 

greatest in the timing of the winter-spring homothermy (when the lake is isothermal), which is 

very important for oxygen transport to deep waters and nutrient transport to shallower waters 

(Livingstone, 2003).  
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Longer periods of stratification are also anticipated for BC lakes, like Shuswap Lake, and 

the resulting higher epilimnion temperatures will reduce nitrate availability and impact 

phytoplankton productivity (Henderson, Levy, & Stockner, 1992). Wilhelm & Adrian (2008) 

found that the lengthening of the period of stratification resulted in lower oxygen concentrations 

in the hypolimnion (the deep, cooler layer). The effect of climate change on deep lake 

stratification is also of concern. It has been predicted that warmer winters brought by climate 

warming may result in less frequent overturns which may cause nutrients to be trapped in the 

cold bottom layers (Boerher, Fukuyama, & Chikita, 2008). 

Changes in the stratification of lakes brought on by climate change may also affect the 

distribution of deleterious substances. A recent study by researchers in Finland found that 

changes in the stratification of small lakes brought by climate change will result in oxygen 

related changes which may impact production of methyl mercury (Verta et al. 2010). 

 

Ice Cover Duration and Timing 

Lakes across Canada, especially in western Canada, are experiencing earlier ice break-up 

and shorter periods of ice cover than observed historically; these changes are strongly correlated 

with earlier springs due to climate change as expressed by 0ºC isotherm dates when the air 

temperature passes through 0ºC  (Duguay et al., 2006). Changes in ice cover are thought to 

potentially impact the mixing regime of lakes.  For example, a reduction or elimination in ice 

cover may result in a dimictic lake becoming a monomictic lake (Hauer et al., 1997).  Similar 

results were found for the Experimental Lakes Area (ELA) in north-west Ontario.  Schindler et 

al., 1996 found the duration of the ice-free season had lengthened by an average of 15 days 

from1971 to 1990. 
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Fish and Other Aquatic Biota 

One of the greatest concerns about the effects of climate change is the impact on fish, 

especially the economically important fisheries. Potential impacts of climate change on salmon 

fisheries in BC are of great concern.  Many BC lakes like Quesnel Lake and Kamloops Lake 

provide very important rearing habitat for juvenile salmon. According to the Pacific Salmon 

Commission (PSC), the Quesnel system contributed nearly half (1.5 million of the 3.3 million) of 

the adult sockeye escapement to the Fraser River spawning areas in 2005 (PSC 2009). Kamloops 

Lake also plays a role in the Fraser River salmon runs as it serves as a rearing ground for 

juvenile Coho, Chinook and Sockeye salmon, and, more importantly, is part of the migration 

route for the Adams River sockeye (Ward 1964).  It has been predicted that climate change may 

cause important sockeye rearing lakes to become more oligotrophic (i.e., nutrient poor) resulting 

in less food and lower juvenile growth which may result in lower marine and freshwater salmon 

survival (Henderson et al. 1992).  

The impacts of climate change on juvenile growth seem to be variable. For example, 

studies conducted in Alaska have found that higher temperatures resulted in larger fry; however, 

these results were confounded by negative density impacts (more competition for food) and 

variability in response between lakes.  The variability in response between lakes led them to 

conclude that ecological context must be considered in climate impacts (Rich, Quinn, Scheuerell, 

and Schindler, 2009).  

Another way changes in the thermal regime of lakes may affect fish populations is by 

changing the composition, distribution, and abundance of aquatic plants and invertebrates that 

fish feed on. The interactions between fish and zooplankton may change due to changes in 

thermal stratification and fish habitat (DeStasio, Hill, Kleinhans, Nibbelink, and Magnuson, 
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1996).  The interaction between fish and prey will also be affected by any change in vertical 

temperature gradients, which can impact the relative vertical distribution of fish and zooplankton 

(Helland, Freyhof, Kasprzak, and Mehner, 2006).  For example, in a whole lake study conducted 

over a three-year period, researchers in Norway artificially deepened the thermocline in an 

oligotrophic lake. While they didn’t observe any direct impacts on fish populations, they did find 

a shift in the relative abundance of copepod species and change in the vertical distribution of 

benthic invertebrates (Lyderson et al. 2007).  These changes could result in changes in food 

availability (e.g., reduction in key prey species) throughout the lake or reduction in prey species 

in a particular zone of the lake, which could impact benthic or pelagic feeders. In another study, 

changes in the timing of thermal stratification in Lake Washington have been observed to disrupt 

the interaction between phytoplankton and zooplankton, which can change the abundance and 

composition of both groups of organisms, and result in changes in food supply for fish (Winder 

and Schindler, 2004). Researchers have also found that climate change is resulting in a temporal 

disconnection of zooplankton in Lake Washington caused by areas of increased spring warming 

contrasting with areas of cold river inflow that results in regions of the lake with substantially 

different temperatures at the same time (Romare et al., 2005). Similar results have been noted in 

Canadian lakes. Researchers found diatom changes in an Arctic lake that were associated with 

climate changes resulting from shorter periods of ice cover and longer growing seasons 

(Michelutti, Douglas, and Smol, 2002). Laboratory studies have also been conducted to predict 

changes in zooplankton associated with warming. One such study found that earlier spring 

warming might result in a shift in zooplankton community composition (Dupuis and Hann, 

2009).  
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Another possible effect of a warming climate on fisheries may be expansion of the range of 

warm water fish displacing native species. Using climate change models and a database of 

current lake surface water temperatures, researchers have predicted that by 2100 the range of 

smallmouth bass could extend into the Arctic where a suitable temperature regime would be 

found (Sharma, Jackson, Minns, and Shuter, 2007).  The susceptibility of fish populations to 

invasive species may also be increased due to a reduction of prey options associated with climate 

change (Sharma, Jackson and Minns, 2009).  

 The effect of climate change on fish is thought to differ between species and even between 

populations due to differing tolerances and unknown future conditions due to climate change 

(Reist et al. 2006) so understanding potential impacts of climatic warming on the mixing regime 

and stratification of Quesnel Lake and Kamloops Lake would provide an important tool for 

fisheries managers to help plan for the effects of climate change on these systems. 

Effects of River Flows on Lakes 

 One the anticipated effects of climate change to aquatic systems is a decrease in river 

flows. This has been observed to be happening in western Canada and is predicted to worsen as 

glaciers shrink and snowpack is reduced (Schindler and Donahue, 2006). An examination of 

historic temperature data for the Fraser River watershed has shown that river temperatures have 

been increasing and flows have been decreasing as a result of climatic warming (Foreman et al. 

2001). Temperature and flow models applied to the Fraser River System have predicted a 1.9 ºC 

mean temperature increase and a change in peak flow timing (Morrison, Quick, and Foreman, 

2002). If this prediction is accurate, the thermal regime of river-dominated lakes in the Fraser 

River System, like Kamloops Lake, will be impacted.  
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The impact of climate change on short residence time river-dominated lakes like 

Kamloops Lake is of concern. The Thompson River flows into Kamloops Lake and the seasonal 

variability of its discharge and temperature highly influences the lake’s stratification and mixing 

regime (Killworth and Carmack, 1979). Kamloops Lake has been studied intensively since the 

1970s due to pollution patterns in the watershed. More specifically the main pollution sources 

were located upstream of the lake but the effects were being observed downstream of the lake 

with little impact to the lake itself (Carmack, Gray, Pharo, & Daley, 1979). They found that 

temperature of the incoming river water relative to the lake water temperature determined how it 

flowed through the lake.   

 

Methods 

Site Description 

Two lakes were included in this study, Quesnel Lake and Kamloops Lake. 

Quesnel Lake 

Quesnel Lake is a deep oligitrophic (low productivity) dimictic Fjord-type lake located in 

the Cariboo-Chilcotin region of BC in the western hemlock biogeoclimatic zone (Potts, 2004). It 

has a north, a west and an east arm with an east-west span of 81 km and a north-south span of 36 

km. It is has a surface area of 266 km
2
, a mean depth of 157 m and a maximum depth of over 

500 m. It has volume of 41.8 km
3
 and a mean residence time of over 10 years (Potts 2004).  

 Quesnel Lake has been previously studied because of its importance as salmon spawning 

and juvenile rearing habitat (Hume, Shortreed,& Morton, 1995). A substantial portion of Fraser 

River adult sockeye salmon returning from the ocean to spawn do so in the Quesnel Lake system 

(Pacific Salmon Commission, 2009). Their progeny spend a number of years as juveniles in 

Quesnel Lake. A lot of the research to date has focused on the impacts of the variability in lake 
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temperature on the temperature of the outflow (Laval et al., 2008). Research indicates that these 

fluctuations in lake temperature are caused by internal waves that raise colder water in the 

vicinity of the outflow, which then exits via the outflow. Temperature profile data has been 

collected from multiple stations (or moorings) continuously from the summer of 2003 to the 

present. In the current study, temperature profile data from Mooring 8 (Figure 3) were used to 

calculate the heat content, heat budget and timing and duration of stratification for Quesnel Lake. 

Meteorological data were used to calculate the heat fluxes that drive the changes in thermal 

structure of the lake to help determine what changes in future climatic forcing may have on the 

lake. Determining the thermal structure, especially the timing and duration of stratification, is 

important because it strongly influences nutrient cycling and availability, as well as water 

chemistry, which in turn influence biological activity and productivity (Kalff, 2002).  

 

Figure 3.  Photo of Mooring 8 Quesnel Lake, British Columbia September 2008. 
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Kamloops Lake 

Kamloops Lake is a dimictic lake located in the Cariboo-Chilcotin region of BC adjacent 

to the city of Kamloops (Ward, 1964).  It is 25 km long and 2.1 km wide with a maximum depth 

of 145 m (Carmack, Gray, Pharo, and Daley, 1979). It has a surface area of 52 km
2 

 and  a 

volume of 3.7 km
3
 with a mean residence time of 60 days. Kamloops Lake is essentially a 

widening and deepening of the Thompson River which enters in the east end of the lake and exits 

the west end. Kamloops Lake also has minor inflow contributions from small streams. It is an 

oligotrophic lake due to its high maximum and mean depths with no record of complete ice cover 

of the lake since 1957 (Ward 1964). It is located in the ponderosa pine – bunchgrass 

biogeoclimatic zone (Farely 1979).  

Kamloops Lake was studied extensively in the 1960’s and 1970’s due to nutrient 

enrichment issues caused by industrial and municipal effluent discharges (Carmack, Gray, Pharo, 

and Daley, 1979). Historically, the effluent entered the lake from the upper Thompson River, 

moved along the surface of the lake, and discharged into the lower Thompson River, where 

eutrophication was observed. This pattern was seasonally dependant with highest algal growth in 

the winter and early spring. Changes in the river and lake temperature associated with climate 

change will affect the thermal stratification of the lake and will impact how the effluent moves 

through it. To determine if stratification changes are occurring, thermistor chains were deployed 

in multiple locations in Kamloops Lake from 2005 to 2008 to measure water temperature at 

various depths. In the current study, the temperature profile data from these thermistor chains 

were analyzed to determine the timing and duration of stratification and were compared to 

historical data sets to determine if there have been observable changes in stratification over this 

period of climatic warming.  
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Data Sources 

 

Temperature Profile Data  

Thermistor chains have been deployed in moorings at various locations in Quesnel Lake 

since 2002. The location used in the current study is Mooring 8 (M8), which is located at the 

middle of the lake where the three arms of the lake join (Figure 4). The mooring was comprised 

of a 310-m long, 1-cm thick Kevlar line with 10 thermistors attached; the line was stabilized to 

the bottom of the lake with an anchor and at the surface of the lake with a steel buoy (Potts 

2004). M8 was first deployed on July 30, 2003 with 10 thermistors located at depths of 3, 8, 13 

23, 33, 43, 53, 78, 153, and 283 m. The thermistor chain was removed, data downloaded and 

redeployed annually at various dates. In September 2008, M8 was removed and was not 

redeployed because it had become disengaged from the anchor and a suitable replacement could 

not be found.  

In 2006, there is a gap in the data set that occurs from August 16 to Sept 29, which was 

caused by the thermistor chain becoming accidentally disengaged from the anchor on and not 

being discovered until it was checked in September. 
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Figure 4.  Map of Quesnel Lake with location of thermistor moorings and other data collection 

sites. 

Thermistor chains have been deployed in moorings at a number of locations in Kamloops 

Lake since 2005. The temperature profile data for this study were made available by the British 

Columbia Ministry of Environment (BCMOE), who have been collecting data periodically in 

Kamloops Lake. The location used for the current study is from the Cooney Bay or east 

Kamloops Lake mooring (MCB). MCB was first deployed on July 12, 2005 with 5 thermistors at 

depths of 5, 15, 25, 35 and 65 m. It was removed on July 11, 2006 and not redeployed until 

December 13, 2006; as a result, there is an almost 5 month gap in the data for 2006. It was 

removed on October 13, 2007 and redeployed on October 16, 2007 and removed again on June 

24, 2008. Similarly to the Quesnel Lake data the number and depths of the thermistors changed 

upon each redeployment. 
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Meteorological Data Set 

The William’s Lake Airport (YWL) station meteorological data was used for the current 

study.  In a previous study of Quesnel Lake, meteorological data from several data sources were 

evaluated for their completeness, consistency, and presence of required variables and the authors 

determined the Williams’ Lake data set was the most comprehensive and consistent (Potts 2004). 

The Williams Lake data set was downloaded from the Environment Canada Climate Data 

Online; this data set included hourly temperature, dew point, relative humidity, cloud cover, 

barometric pressure and wind speed.   

The meteorological dataset used for Kamloops Lake was from the Kamloops Airport 

(YKA); this dataset was ideal given the close proximity of the airport to the lake and quality of 

the data set. As with the YWL data, the YKA data was downloaded from the Climate Data 

Online and was used as is with same exception of the wind speed data being downscaled to 2 m 

by logarithmic law. This data set included hourly temperature, dew point, relative humidity, 

cloud cover, barometric pressure and wind speed.   

Data Analysis 

An annual heat budget compares how much energy a lake absorbs and emits over the 

course of a year against the amount of heat stored in the water. It is mainly dependant on local 

climate, the amount of surface area to absorb and emit heat and the volume of water that stores 

heat (Kalff 2002). In this study the heat budget for Quesnel and Kamloops Lakes is calculated as 

the difference between maximum and minimum heat content and the sum of heat fluxes. The 

heat content is calculated from the temperature profiles of the lakes and is termed the observed 

heat budget. The sum of heat fluxes is calculated using meteorological data from nearby weather 
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stations and the temperature profiles for lake surface temperature for the radiative fluxes and 

river flows and temperatures for the advective flux. 

 

Heat Content Calculation  

Quesnel Lake 

 

The heat content (H) was calculated from the thermistor chain data from Mooring 8 (M8) 

in the middle of Quesnel Lake with the following equation. 

 

 (1) 

 

Where: 

H    = heat content GJm
-2

. 

A0   = surface area of the lake (266 km
2 

for Quesnel Lake and  52 km
2
 for Kamloops Lake). 

  = density of water, 1000 kgm
-3

. 

Pc  = specific heat of water, 4184 Jkg
-1

ºC
-1

. 

T   = water temperature, ºC. 

TREF= reference temperature, 4ºC. 

V = volume of lake (41.8 km
3
 for Quesnel Lake and 3.7 km

3
 for Kamloops Lake). 

 

 As mentioned above, the depths and numbers of thermistors were not consistent 

throughout the study period. The temperature profile that was used to calculate heat content was 

produced by linearly interpolating between the existing thermistors depths at 1 m intervals. The 

depths to the surface were set to be the same as the temperature from the uppermost thermistor 

and the depths to the bottom were set to be the same as the temperature from the deepest 
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thermistor. Due to the use of different data loggers there were different sampling intervals in the 

same thermistor chain deployment. To create a consistent interval, hourly averages were 

calculated before the thermistor data were assembled into temperature profiles to calculate the 

heat content.  

Using digital bathymetry data the volume of each 1 m depth slice of the lake was 

determined and using this, the heat content for each 1m depth interval was calculated. The 1 m 

interval heat contents were summed to get the total heat content of the lake over time.  

 

 The same approach was used to calculate the heat content of Kamloops Lake. As with the 

Quesnel Lake data the temperature profile was created by linearly interpolating the temperatures 

between the existing thermistors and setting the temperatures to the surface with the temperature 

of the shallowest thermistor and setting the temperatures to the bottom with the temperature from 

the deepest. The volume of each 1 m depth slice of Kamloops Lake was determined from a 

hypsograph. 

 

Heat Flux Calculation  

 

There are six heat flux terms generally used to calculate heat balance in a lake:  

 absorption of shortwave radiation from the sun,  

 absorption of long wave radiation from the atmosphere,  

 emission of long wave radiation from the lake surface,  

 latent heat exchange between the lake surface and atmosphere  

 sensible heat exchange, and, 
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  advective heat flux with river flow through can also be important (Livingstone 

and Imboden, 1989).  

 

As shown by Potts (2004), the advective heat flux from river inflow and outflow was 

negligible compared to the atmospheric radiative fluxes for Quesnel Lake. As a result, in the 

current study was not used for the total heat flux calculation for Quesnel Lake. This component 

of the heat flux can be important for other lakes as will be discussed later for Kamloops Lake.  

 

The total heat flux into Quesnel Lake was calculated with the following equation: 

Qtot=Qsw+Qlwa+Qlwe+Qlat+Qsens   (2) 

where:  

Qsw=absorbed short-wave radiation 

Qlwa=absorbed long wave radiation 

Qlwe=emitted long wave radiation 

Qlat=latent heat flux 

Qsens=sensible heat flux 

 

Each flux was calculated using equations from Tennessee Valley Authority [TVA] 

(1972) as presented in Potts (2004). For the calculation of the heat fluxes the hourly data was 

used. The data from the Climate Data Online site was used without conversion, with the 

exception of the wind speed.  Wind speed was converted to m/s and downscaled to 2 m from 10 

m using a logarithmic law (TVA, 1972) with following equation: 
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µ2=µ10(2/10)
0.36

=µ10*0.56    (3) 

 

The same equations for the heat flux calculations used for Quesnel Lake were used for 

Kamloops Lake, with the exception of the addition of advective heat fluxes from river inflow and 

outflow. The data inputs were the YKA meteorological data and surface temperature of the lake 

measured by the top thermistor for MCB.  Kamloops Lake is a river-dominated short residence 

time lake (Killworth and Carmack, 1979).  Therefore, heat exchange due to river inflow and 

outflow is a much more significant component or the total heat flux and must be incorporated 

into the model.  Consequently, the advective heat flux (Qadv) was calculated for Kamloops Lake.   

To calculate advective heat flux, data on the inflow to the east end of the lake from the 

Thompson River and the outflow at the west end of the lake were estimated.  Data on river flows 

were downloaded from the Environment Canada Water Survey of Canada (WSC) website.  For 

inflows, data from the WSC station # 08LB064 North Thompson River at McLure was used to 

represent the North Thompson River flow and WSC station #08LE031 South Thompson River at 

Chase was used to represent the South Thompson River flow.  For outflows, data from the 

closest downstream location along the Thompson River at Spences Bridge was used.  Significant 

inflows from tributaries located between the lake and Spences Bridge, including the Deadman, 

Nicola and Bonaparte Rivers (WSC stations 08LF027, 08LG006, and 08LF002 respectively), 

were subtracted from the flows at Spences Bridget to provide a more accurate estimate of the 

outflow rate. Temperature data for the inflow at a station at the sea plane terminal close to the 

intake of the lake and for the outflow at the top thermistor were provided by BCMOE.   

The Thermal Structure of the Top 50m 

Mixed layer depth was approximated by plotting the 18, 15, 12, 9 and 6 °C isotherms for 

the summer stratification season for both lakes. The isotherms were generated from the 
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interpolated temperature profiles for each year and qualitatively compared to determine relative 

temperatures and depths. 

Onset and Duration of Stratification 

Onset and duration of both summer and winter stratification was determined from 

plotting detailed daily temperature profiles in the date range where heat content plots pass 

through zero. The onset of stratification was determined by the date the profile first deviated 

from an isothermal state and the duration was the number days until it returned to isothermality. 

 

 

Results 

Meteorological Data 

Meteorological data including air temperature, wind speed, cloud fraction, relative 

humidity and barometric pressure were used to calculate heat fluxes and to compare to inter-

annual-variability in the thermal properties of each lake. Data smoothed with a seven day 

running mean is presented in Figure 5. 

 At both sites, all variables exhibited seasonal variability, with the exception of barometric 

pressure for both Quesnel and Kootenay Lake and wind speed for Kamloops Lake. Key 

observations or trends for each variable are discussed below. 

Despite the strong seasonal variability of air temperature (Figure 5a) there are some 

substantial inter-annual variations. For example, several short periods of cold temperatures or 

cold snaps of differing intensity can be seen especially in January of 2005 (just for Quesnel 

Lake), December of 2006, December 2007 and January 2008 (for Quesnel and Kamloops Lakes). 

The inter-annual variations are examined in more detail below. Overall, for Quesnel Lake, the 

lowest air temperature was -35.4°C recorded on January 12, 2005 and the highest temperature 
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was 33.3°C recorded on July 21, 2006. For Kamloops Lake, the air temperature ranged from a 

low of -24.4°C recorded on November 28, 2006 to a high of 39.6°C recorded on July 23, 2006. 

Cloud cover (Figure 5b) influences energy transfer to lakes by mediating how much 

shortwave and long-wave radiation reaches the water’s surface. Cloud fraction does not exhibit 

strong seasonality although it appears to be generally lower in the summer for Quesnel Lake. 

Cloud fraction exhibits some seasonality for Kamloops Lake with lower fractions in the summer 

and higher in the winter. The cloud fraction ranged from 0 (no clouds) to 1 (complete coverage) 

for Quesnel and Kamloops Lakes. Some observations include that the summers of 2007 and 

2008 had generally higher daily cloud fractions than summers of 2005 and 2006 for Kamloops 

Lake and summer of 2003 and lower cloud fractions than the other years for Quesnel Lake. 
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Figure 5.  Air temperature, cloud cover, relative humidity, wind speed, and atmospheric pressure 

collected from YWL (solid) and YKA (dashed). 

Relative humidity exhibits a pronounced seasonal pattern with higher values in winter 

and lower values in summer for both lakes (Figure 5c). It too shows inter-annual variability with 
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higher values in the winter of 2004-2005 for Quesnel Lake and Kamloops Lake. Overall, the 

relative humidity ranged from 12% on July 29, 2003 to 100% on many days for Quesnel Lake 

and from 11% on August 28, 2006 to 100% on multiple dates for Kamloops Lake.  

 Wind speed appears to be seasonal for Quesnel Lake with higher average values in the 

fall and winter and substantial short-term and inter-annual variability but does not appear to be 

seasonal for Kamloops Lake (Figure 5d). Overall, the wind speed ranged from 0m/s on many 

occasions to a maximum of 15.5m/s on March 8, 2006 for Quesnel Lake and 0m/s on many 

occasions to a maximum of 18.1m/s on August 8, 2007 for Kamloops Lake.  

 Barometric pressure does not appear to exhibit any obvious seasonality for either lake 

and is variable throughout the time period (Figure 5e). Overall, the barometric pressure ranged 

from a high of 929.6 mb on February 9, 2006 to low of 866.1 mb on January 5, 2008 for Quesnel 

Lake and a high of 1004.5 mb on September 2, 2006 to low of 936.5 mb on several occasions for 

Kamloops Lake.  

Of these five variables, two of the most important with respect to influencing the thermal 

structure of lakes are air temperature and wind speed. Air temperature is important primarily 

because it determines much long wave radiation will be absorbed by the lake.  Wind speed 

influences latent and sensible heat fluxes and is also important for providing the energy for 

convective mixing (Idso 1973). These two variables were compared to the climate normals 

calculated by Environment Canada based on 1971-2000 data and the anomalies (differences from 

normal) are plotted in Figure 6 for Quesnel Lake and Figure 7 for Kamloops Lake to help 

identify patterns in inter-annual variability.   
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Figure 6.  Monthly air temperature and wind speed anomalies from YWL calculated against 

Environment Canada climate normals for 1971-2000. 

 

From Figure 6 we see that for Quesnel Lake the summer of 2003, 2004 and 2005 were 

warmer than normal and the second half of 2007 and beginning of 2008 were colder than the 

climate normals.  The summer and fall of 2006 were less windy as were the majority of 2004 and 

2007 with exception of the late winter which was much windier than the climate normals. 
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Figure 7.   Monthly air temperature and wind speed anomalies from YKA calculated against 

Environment Canada climate normals for 1971-2000. 

From Figure 7 we see that for Kamloops Lake air temperatures were higher than climate 

normals for most of 2005 and 2006. In the second half of 2007 and beginning of 2008 air 

temperatures were colder than climate normals.  With respect to wind speeds, almost all of 2007 

was windier than normal. The early summers of 2005 and 2006 were less windy and the late 

summers were windier for these years. Late fall and early winter was much windier than the 

climate normals for 2005 to 2006. Overall the late summer to early fall of all years were windier 

than the climate normals with the exception of 2006. This is important for fall turnover (Hondzo 

and Stefan, 1991). 

Overall most meteorological variables observed for Quesnel Lake and Kamloops Lake 

showed seasonal variability. Exceptions were the cloud cover observed from YWL for Quesnel 

Lake, and the wind speed for Kamloops Lake which did not exhibit obvious seasonality. Overall, 
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air temperatures were consistently higher for Kamloops Lake but the temperature patterns were 

very similar for both lakes. Both lakes experienced cold snaps in each year with similar timing in 

both locations. Inter-annual temperature variations were also similar with 2005 being warmer 

than normal while the second half of 2007 into 2008 was colder than normal for both lakes. 

Wind speed patterns differed between lakes. Kamloops Lake experienced higher than normal 

average wind speeds for most of 2005 to 2008 while the data from YWL for Quesnel Lake was 

more variable with more lower than normal average wind speeds.  

Lake Temperature Data 

The lake temperature profile data from M8 for Quesnel Lake and MCB for Kamloops 

Lake was evaluated for of the following components: surface temperature, thermal structure in 

the top 50 m, observed heat content and heat budget, and timing and duration of stratification. 

Observations of these components follow. 

Lake Surface Temperature 

For Quesnel Lake, surface temperature was represented by the shallowest thermistor at 

M8, which was located between two to three metres below the surface depending on deployment 

year. For Kamloops Lake, the surface temperature was determined from the shallowest 

thermistor from MCB, which was located approximately five meters below the surface. The 

surface temperature is plotted in Figure 8 for the period from July 31, 2003 to September 4, 2008 

for Quesnel Lake (solid line) for the period from July 12, 2005 to June 24, 2008 Kamloops Lake 

(dashed line).  

The surface of Quesnel Lake heated up quite rapidly in early to mid May each year and 

attained its maximum temperature in early to mid August. The surface temperature generally 

stayed elevated for the summer before decreasing in the fall as air temperatures declined. The 
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temperature decrease in fall was slower than the spring increase. Minimum temperatures were 

achieved at the earliest in mid January and at the latest in the beginning of March, with the 

temperature remaining low through the winter. The low surface temperatures in the winters of 

2005, 2007 and 2008 agree well with the cold snaps observed at these times. The higher 

maximum surface temperatures in 2003 and 2004 correspond to the higher than normal air 

temperatures recorded at YWL (Figure 6). The data gap in late 2006 was the result of the 

thermistor chain coming dislodged from its anchor on August 16 until it was redeployed on 

September 29. The timing of this gap may have resulted in an underestimation of maximum 

surface temperature for this year. 

For Kamloops Lake the rapid surface temperature increase occurred earlier starting in late 

March to mid-April and climbed steadily until reaching a maximum in mid August where it 

remained high for the remainder of the summer before cooling rapidly in the fall. The surface 

temperature change pattern for Kamloops Lake differed from Quesnel Lake in that the rate of 

increase and decrease were more similar in rate than at Quesnel Lake. Kamloops Lake reached 

its minimum temperature in early to mid-February with the temperature remaining low through 

the winter. The large data gap from July 11 to December 13, 2006 precludes the determination of 

maximum surface temperature for that year.  
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Figure 8. Surface temperature of Quesnel Lake from the top thermistor at M8 2003-2008 and 

Kamloops Lake from the top thermistor at MCB 2005-2008. 

 

Maximum surface temperatures for Quesnel Lake (Table 2) ranged from a low of 17.9°C 

in 2006 to a high of 20.7°C in 2004. The dates of maximum temperature ranged from the earliest 

August 1 for 2003 to the latest of August 17 for 2004. The lowest minimum surface temperature 

of 0.6°C occurred in 2008 while the highest minimum of 2.4°C occurred in 2006. The dates of 

minimum temperature ranged from the earliest January 18 for 2005 to the latest of March 1 for 

2006.  
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Table 2 

 

Interannual variability in the value and timing of maximum and minimum surface temperatures  

 

at Quesnel Lake as measured at M8. 

Year Max Surface 

Temperature 

(°C) 

Date  

(Julian Day) 

Min Surface 

Temperature 

(°C) 

Date 

(Julian Day) 

2003 20.0 Aug 1 (212) - 

 

- 

2004 20.7 Aug 17 (229) 1.9 

 

Feb 7 (32) 

2005 18.5 Aug 16 (227) 0.9 

 

Jan 18 (17) 

2006 17.9 Aug 13 (224) 2.4 

 

Mar 1 (59) 

2007 

 

2008 

18.1 

 

- 

Aug 2 (213) 

 

- 

1.4 

 

0.6 

Feb 6 (36) 

 

Feb 5 (35) 

 

Average 

 

19.0 Aug 10 (221) 1.4 Feb 6 (36) 

 

Maximum surface temperatures for Kamloops Lake (Table 3) ranged from a low of 

18.0°C in 2007 to a high of 20.6°C in 2005. These were the only two years for which data was 

available. The dates of maximum temperature ranged from the earliest August 1 for 2003 to the 

latest of August 17 for 2004. The lowest minimum surface temperature of 0.6°C occurred in 

2008 while the highest minimum of 1.1°C occurred in 2006 and 2007. The dates of minimum 

temperature ranged from the earliest February 3 for 2005 to the latest of February 19 for 2006. 
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Table 3 

Interannual variability in the value and timing of maximum and minimum surface temperatures 

at Kamloops Lake as measured by MCB.  

Year 

Maximum Surface 

Temperature (°C) Date (DOY) 

Minimum Surface 

Temperature (°C) Date (DOY) 

     

2005 20.6 Aug 13 (224) - - 

     

2006 - - 1.1 Feb 19 (49) 

     

2007 18.0 Aug 11 (222) 1.1 Feb 3 (33) 

     

2008 - - 0.6 Feb 5 (35) 

     

Average 

 

19.3 

 

Aug 12 (223) 

 

0.9 

 

Feb 9 (39) 

 

 

The surface temperature showed some consistent patterns of inter-annual variability for 

Quesnel and Kamloops Lake. Most notably both lakes experienced the lowest surface 

temperature in the winter of 2008 which was a period of lower air temperature for both lakes. 

The highest surface temperature occurred in the summers 2004 for Quesnel Lake and 2005 for 

Kamloops which were, respectively, periods of higher air temperature.  

Top 50 m Thermal Structure 

The next component examined is the thermal structure in the uppermost fifty meters of 

water during the summer stratification period as an indicator of depth of stratification. The 18, 

15, 12, 9 and 6 degree isotherms from May to December as inferred from water temperature 

measured at M8 are plotted for Quesnel Lake in Figure 9. The thermal structure of the top fifty 

meters is quite variable year to year. The temperature and depth of a mixed layer not only varies 

interannually but also daily, when the lake responds to short term drivers such as periods of high 
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winds and temperatures or from internal waves. The upper layer of the lake was warmest in 2003 

and 2004 with the appearance of an 18 degree isotherm for extended periods and the 2004 mixed 

layer being more thermally compressed (warmer and shallower). The shallower mixed layer 

observed in 2004 corresponds to lower wind speeds and higher air temperatures observed for this 

summer. This observation is consistent with Keller 2007 who found that higher epilimnetic 

temperatures were associated with higher air temperatures and decreased epilimnetic depths.  

Other notable observations are the shorter duration of the 12 degree isotherm in 2007, which 

disappeared in late September and the deeper thermocline (as measured by the 6 degree 

isotherm) in 2005, 2007 and possibly 2006 as well (but this observation is less certain due to the 

late summer data gap). 
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Figure 9.  Depth of 6, 9, 12, 15, and 18 degree isotherms during summer stratification for 

Quesnel Lake 2003-2008 as measured from the daily averaged temperature profile at M8. 
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Due to the short duration of thermistor deployment and the large data gap in the summer 

of 2006 there are only two years to compare the thermal structure of the top 50 m of Kamloops 

Lake. These are 2005 and 2007 and are plotted in Figure 10. The thermocline depths are similar 

in 2005 and 2007 while the surface temperature was higher in 2005 as indicated by the 15 degree 

isotherm. The depth of the thermocline as indicated by the 6 degree isotherm was greater in 2005 

than 2007. From the meteorological data, it is apparent that 2005 was windier than normal so a 

deeper thermocline is to be expected. 

 

Figure 10.  Depth of 6, 9, 12, 15, and 18 degree isotherms during summer stratification for 

Kamloops Lake 2005 and 2007 as measured from MCB. 

Calculated Heat Content and Heat Fluxes 

The heat content of a lake is a key variable in understanding how a lake will respond to 

changes in atmospheric temperatures and can provide an indication of the mixing regime of the 

lake (Kalff 2002). 
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Heat content (H) calculated from M8 for Quesnel Lake (solid line) and MCB for 

Kamloops Lake (dashed line) is shown in Figure 11. Of all the mooring locations on Quesnel 

Lake M8 has been shown to be the most suitable for representing the heat content (Laval et al. 

2010). 

It is important to note that the temperature of maximum density (TMD) at atmospheric 

pressure (4ºC) was used as the reference temperature (equation 1), which will result in an H of 0 

when the lake the isothermal at 4ºC and gives a rough indication of when spring and fall turnover 

is occurring. When H  > 0 it indicates summer stratification and when H < 0 it indicates winter 

stratification. However, using a reference temperature of 4ºC is complicated by the fact that 

Quesnel Lake is so deep. The TMD decreases by ~1ºC per 500m depth, which complicates 

turnover for lakes deeper than about 200m. If deep lakes do turnover, it is usually at temperatures 

other than 4ºC and as such H = 0 calculated using 4ºC as the reference temperature does not 

necessarily represent an isothermal state. For these reasons using H=0 should not be used for 

determining turn-over in deep lakes but rather an examination of a time series of temperature 

profiles should be used. Since Kamloops Lake is not greater than 200 m deep and pressure 

effects do not significantly affect the TMD, using 4ºC as a reference temperature provides a good 

indication of overturn. The dotted line in Figure 11 represents H=0.  

For both lakes we can see that the heat content varied seasonally and was variable both 

inter-annually and on shorter time spans when it responded to extreme conditions. The heat 

content increased quickly after reaching its winter minimum for all years but remained low for a 

longer time in winter of 2008. The heat content passed through zero, transitioning from winter to 

summer stratification, in May of each year for Quesnel Lake reaching high values that were 

maintained through the summer until the lake lost heat rapidly in the fall and H passed through 
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zero again (back into winter stratification) in late December or early January. Kamloops Lake 

passed from winter to summer stratification earlier in the year than Quesnel Lake with this 

occurring in April of all years. H increased steadily through the spring and summer where it 

remained high until fall when it decreased rapidly and passed back into winter stratification in 

mid December of each year. 

 

Figure 11. Heat content for Quesnel Lake (2003-2008) and Kamloops Lake (2005-2008). 

The heat budget represents the difference between the maximum and minimum heat 

contents for the lake. For Quesnel Lake, annual heat budgets and timing and value of the 

maximum and minimum heat content measured from M8 are shown in Table 4. Due to the short 

record length and gaps there was not sufficient data to calculate heat budgets for Kamloops Lake. 

The dates when maximum heat content was observed for Quesnel Lake were quite 

variable year to year. It is also apparent that there was significant day to day variability in the 
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heat contents. The maximum heat contents may therefore not best represent the inter-annual 

variability, as these short term differences produce higher values. Heat content was highest in the 

summer of 2003 and lowest in the winters of 2005 and 2008. The low minimum heat content of 

2005 was of shorter duration than 2008. The highest minimum heat content occurred in the 

winter of 2006. The maximum heat content for 2005 to 2006 is likely underestimated due to the 

data gap. These heat content patterns correspond to air temperature conditions as discussed 

previously, with the lower minimums occurring during periods of colder winters and higher 

maxima occurring during warmer summers. 

Table 4 

Quesnel Lake Annual Heat Budget and Maximum and Minimum Heat Contents calculated from 

M8 expressed in GJm
-2

.  

Year 

Annual Heat 

Budget 

Maximum 

Heat Content 

Date of 

Maximum 

(DOY) 

Minimum 

Heat Content 

Date of 

Minimum 

(DOY) 

      

2003-2004 1.75 1.11 Aug 22 (233) -0.64 Mar 10 (69) 

      

2004-2005 1.89 0.96 Oct 8 (281) -0.94 Feb 10 (40) 

      

2005-2006 1.38 0.91 Sept 7 (249) -0.47 Mar 24 (82) 

      

2006-2007 1.5 0.84 Oct 27 (299) -0.65 Mar 31 (89) 

      

2007-2008 1.71 0.92 Aug 29 (240) -0.79 Feb 20 (50) 

      

Average 1.65 0.95 Sep 18 (260) -0.70 Mar 7 (66) 

 

The patterns of heat content also corresponded to the local climatic conditions with 

higher maximum heat contents in the years with higher air temperatures (2003 to 2005) and were 
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consistent for both lakes. The lowest sustained heat contents were observed in the winter of 2008 

which experienced low air temperatures.   

 

Timing of Turnover and Duration of Stratification 

As discussed previously, the timing of mixing or turnover and the duration of both winter 

and summer stratification are very important for the distribution of nutrients, which dictates lake 

productivity. The dates of when H=0 were used as rough guide to determine when the lake was 

isothermal. A detailed temperature profile plot for Quesnel Lake for dates around the fall 

turnover of 2003 to 2004 is shown in Figure 12. It shows that Quesnel Lake is in summer 

(positive) stratification on December 6, and by December 31 is nearly isothermal. As the lake 

emits more heat than it receives it cools until the surface is colder than the underlying water, 

which marks the beginning of winter (negative) stratification. As the lake continues to cool into 

mid January it becomes more strongly negatively stratified.  
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Figure 12. Temperature profile for dates around fall turnover 2003-2004 for Quesnel Lake at 

M8. 

 

The date of onset of stratification was determined from the date when the lake first 

deviated from the isothermal state or passed from positive stratification to negative stratification 

or visa versa. The duration of both positive (summer) stratification and negative (winter) 

stratification is the period between the onset of stratification and the return to an isothermal state 

or transition to inverse stratification. The results for Quesnel Lake are presented in Table 5. The 

longest periods of summer stratification occurred in 2003 to 2004 and 2004 to 2005. These years 
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range of onset of summer stratification for all years was 17 days.  There was more variability in 

the onset of winter stratification with a range of 26 days for the study period. As expected, the 

cold winter of 2007-2008 saw the longest duration of winter stratification. 

 

Table 5 

Dates of onset and durations of winter and summer stratification for Quesnel Lake determined 

from temperatures profiles at M8. 

Year Onset of Winter 

Stratification 

(DOY) 

Onset of Summer 

Stratification 

(DOY) 

Duration of 

Winter 

Stratification 

(days) 

Duration of Summer 

Stratification (days) 

2003-2004 Jan 3 (156) May 9 (283) 126 235 

 

2004-2005 Dec 30 (152) May 13 (286) 134 235 

 

2005-2006 Jan 15 (168) May 10 (283) 127 218 

 

2006-2007 Dec 14 (136) May 18 (291) 155 218 

 

2007-2008 Dec 20 (142) May 26 (300) 158 - 

 

Average 

 

Dec 29 (151) 

 

May 16 (289) 

 

140 

 

226 

 

The dates of onset and duration of stratification were also determined for Kamloops Lake 

from detailed temperature profiles and the results are presented in Table 6. Due to the limited 

data set for Kamloops Lake it is difficult to determine any patterns; however, Kamloops Lake did 

experience the longest winter stratification in the same year as Quesnel Lake (2007 to 2008).  

This year also saw a later onset of summer stratification than the two previous years for 

Kamloops Lake. The two previous years experienced warmer air temperatures than 2007-2008.   
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Table 6 

Dates of onset and durations of winter and summer stratification for Kamloops Lake determined 

from temperatures profiles at MCB. 

Year Onset of Winter 

Stratification 

(DOY) 

Onset of 

Summer 

Stratification 

(DOY) 

Duration of 

Winter 

Stratification 

(days) 

Duration of Summer 

Stratification (days) 

2005-2006 Dec 11 (133) Apr 6 (96) 116 258 

 

2006-2007 Dec 20 (142) Apr 8 (98) 109 247 

 

2007-2008 Dec 11 (133) Apr 15 (105) 126 - 

 

Average 

 

Dec 15 (136) 

 

Apr 10 (100) 

 

117 

 

252 

  

 

Heat Fluxes 

Heat fluxes were calculated to both verify the heat content calculated from the 

temperature profiles and to provide insight into the inter-annual variability of the individual heat 

flux components. The examination of the heat flux components can provide a better 

understanding of what is driving the variations in heat content discussed above. 

The components of heat flux for Quesnel Lake are plotted in Figure 13. We can see that 

heat flux components vary seasonally with the lake absorbing heat in summer and losing it in 

winter. The heat budget is dominated by the contributions of the absorbed short-wave radiation 

(Figure 13e), absorbed long-wave radiation (Figure 13b), and emitted long-wave radiation 

(Figure 13c). The sensible heat flux (Figure 13d) and latent heat flux (Figure 13a) contribute less 

but still significantly to the overall estimated heat budget of Quesnel Lake. Short-wave solar 

radiation and long wave atmospheric radiation added heat energy to the lake while back 

(emitted) radiation and latent heat flux removed energy from the lake. The sensible heat flux 
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either overall removed energy but added energy in the summer months with the occurrence of 

higher air temperatures. 

 

Figure 13.  Heat flux components and total heat flux into Quesnel Lake 2003-2008 in Wm
-2
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For purposes of comparison the outflow heat flux for Quesnel Lake was calculated. The 

main outflow of Quesnel Lake is the Quesnel River (Potts 2004) which is gauged by the Water 

Survey of Canada (WSC) station number 08KH001. These flows and the lake surface 

temperature from M8 were used to calculate the outflow heat flux for Quesnel Lake.  The inflow 

river temperature data necessary to calculate the inflow heat flux for Quesnel Lake was not 

available. The outflow heat flux (Figure 13f) contributes much less to the estimated heat budget 

than the short-wave and long-wave radiative fluxes and is similar to the contribution of sensible 

heat flux.  

For Kamloops Lake the results of the heat flux calculations are plotted in Figure 14. As 

with Quesnel Lake we see that the dominant components of the total estimated heat flux are 

short-wave radiation (Figure 14e) and long-wave absorbed (Figure 14b) and emitted radiation 

(Figure 14c), with lesser but still significant contributions from latent heat (Figure 14a) and 

sensible heat (Figure 14d) fluxes. The seasonal patterns are similar to those observed for Quesnel 

Lake.  There are greater radiative energy inputs in summer and greater periods of negative 

sensible and latent heat fluxes associated with cold air temperatures in winter. The one very 

significant difference with the Kamloops Lake estimated heat budget compared to Quesnel Lake 

is the contribution of the advective heat flux from the inflow and outflow of the Thompson River 

(Figure 14f). During the high flow period of May to September the inflow and outflow heat 

fluxes are dominant for Kamloops Lake. 
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Figure 14.  Heat flux components and total heat flux into Kamloops Lake 2005 to 2008 inWm
-2
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contribution to the heat budget. To facilitate the comparison with the heat content calculated 

from the temperature profile data each “year” begins on July 31. The results for Quesnel Lake 

are presented in Table 7 with the heat fluxes expressed in gigajoules (GJ) m
-2

. The comparison of 

total integrated heat flux and heat content is discussed in the next section.  

The heat flux components varied from year to year. Since long-wave absorbed radiation 

is related to air temperature to the sixth power this annual flux is a good indicator of the annual 

air temperature regime. The lowest long-wave absorbed radiation value was seen in the La Nina 

year of 2007 to 2008, which also saw the earliest onset of winter stratification, the latest onset of 

summer stratification and lower than average surface temperatures. Conversely the years with 

the higher long-wave absorbed radiation values experienced longer periods of summer 

stratification and later occurrences of fall overturn. The years with higher long-wave absorbed 

radiation were balanced with higher long-wave emitted radiation values due to higher surface 

temperatures caused by higher radiative inputs. Similar results were noted by Hondzo and Stefan 

(1991) in a study of three lakes in the north central United States.  The other major energy input, 

short-wave radiation, was quite consistent and since cloud cover is a major factor its 

determination it indicates that there is little variability in cloud cover from year to year. The 

latent heat and sensible heat fluxes were relatively more variable and since they are quite 

dependant on wind speeds this seems to indicate that wind speeds are quite variable on an annual 

basis. But the latent heat flux is also dependant on air temperatures with greater evaporation 

associated with higher air temperatures and lower humidity of the overlying air (Henderson-

Sellers, 1986) so changes in temperature and humidity can balance or add to the effects of 

changes in wind speed. 
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Table 7 

 

Individual heat flux components for Quesnel Lake integrated annually. 

  Annual Heat Fluxes (GJm
-2

) 
  

  Qsw Qlwa Qlwe Qlat Qsens Qoutflow 

2003-2004 3.92 8.25 -10.58 -0.98 -0.36 -0.37 

       

2004-2005 3.78 8.31 -10.54 -0.81 -0.26 -0.47 

       

2005-2006 3.85 8.21 -10.52 -0.95 -0.33 -0.35 

       

2006-2007 3.82 8.19 -10.51 -0.97 -0.4 -0.4 

       

2007-2008 3.76 8.05 -10.42 -0.78 -0.38 -0.39 

       

Average 3.83 8.2 -10.51 -0.85 -0.35 -0.39 

 

 

 There was not sufficient data to compare the total heat fluxes for Kamloops Lake due to 

gaps in either the surface temperature (from the thermistor chains) or the inflow temperatures. 

There is however enough data to calculate the heat fluxes for the majority of 2005-2006 and 

2007-2008. These results show that short-wave, long-wave absorbed and emitted radiation and 

latent heat flux were higher in absolute value in 2005-2006 compared to 2007-2008. This 

corresponds to higher air temperatures in 2005-2006. The higher latent heat flux was due also to 

higher average wind speeds for 2005-2006. It is also interesting to note in 2007-2008 Kamloops 

Lake was cloudier than normal (Figure 5) which contributed to the lower short-wave radiation 

values. Although inter-annual data to calculate the advective inflow/outflow heat flux was not 

available we do see how important these fluxes are to the overall heat budget of Kamloops Lake. 

The only full year that these could be calculated was 2005-2006 with results of 12.62 GJm
-2

 for 

inflow and -14.22 GJm
-2

 for the outflow, which was almost equal to the total atmospheric 
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radiative fluxes. As a comparison the outflow heat flux calculated for Quesnel Lake for this 

period was -3.5 GJm
-2

 which is about 2.5% of the outflow heat flux of Kamloops Lake. 

 

Comparison of Observed and Estimated Heat Budgets 

Since the observed heat content is calculated from one location in both lakes and the 

meteorological data used to calculate the heat fluxes is also from one location (not on the lake) 

they can be used to validate each other.  

For Quesnel Lake the observed heat budget calculated from the temperature profile at M8 

was compared to the estimated heat budget from the heat fluxes calculated from the 

meteorological data and is plotted in Figure 15. The total heat fluxes were integrated over each 

year with the initial value set to the observed heat content value in GJm
-2

 for July 31 of each 

year. The dotted line represents the integrated heat fluxes and the solid line the observed heat 

content.  

The integrated heat fluxes compare quite well with the observed heat content calculated 

from M8. However, there are some differences. The match was best in the years 2003 to 2004 

and 2005 to 2006. The observed heat contents had more short-term variability and extreme 

values that result in a greater difference from maxima to minima (heat budget). The integrated 

heat fluxes yield a much smoother curve and thus yield lower heat budgets.   Some years the two 

values compare more closely such as 2003 to 2004 and 2005 to 2006 while 2004 to 2005 and 

2007 to 2008 did not compare as well.  

There are several possibilities to explain the differences. One is that Quesnel Lake spans 

both plateau and mountainous topography, so the wind speed and solar forcing are likely 

extremely variable. Another is that the surface temperature was taken from the shallowest 
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thermistor, which was two to three metres below the surface, so the surface temperature in 

summer was likely underestimated. Another possible source of error is that the meteorological 

data used was not from the lake so there are likely differences in air temperature, wind speed and 

humidity associated with this. Also the short-wave radiation was calculated from cloud cover 

taken from YWL. Besides the issue of differences from Quesnel Lake the cloud cover is a visual 

estimate, which introduces human error. Although Potts (2004) addressed these issues and found 

reasonably good agreement between YWL values and short term lake data they do nonetheless 

introduce error and these errors likely vary year to year as suggested in Figure 14. Despite this 

the match between the estimated and observed heat contents is pretty good. 
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Figure 15.  Daily averaged heat content as measured at M8 and total integrated heat fluxes 

estimated from YWL data. 
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 The only year with sufficient data to compare observed and estimated heat contents for 

Kamloops Lake was 2005 to 2006 and is plotted in Figure 16. The total heat fluxes were 

integrated over the year with the initial value set to the observed heat content value in GJm
-2

 for 

July 12 of 2005. The dotted line represents the integrated heat fluxes and the solid line the 

observed heat content. The integrated heat fluxes underestimate the heat content from October 

through December. After this date they match well, once the offset from this under-estimate is 

factored in, for the rest of the data period. The possible reasons for the difference are the same as 

for Quesnel Lake and may be magnified by the surface lake temperature being represented by a 

thermistor 5 m below the surface. This same value was used as the outflow temperature in 

calculating the outflow heat flux. Other sources of error not already mentioned are that there may 

be errors introduced from estimating the inflow and outflow of the Thompson River as there is 

no data on flows directly in and out of Kamloops Lake.   

 
Figure 16.  Daily averaged heat content as measured at MCB and total integrated heat fluxes 

estimated from YKA data. 
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Summary and Discussion 

The objective of this study was to determine the possible effects of climate change on the 

thermal regime of Quesnel Lake and Kamloops Lake. A long-term record of more than 20 years 

would have allowed a direct determination of climate related trends but the data set available was 

limited to six years of lake data for Quesnel Lake and three years for Kamloops Lake. To get an 

indication of a climate relationship the inter-annual variability in the thermal regime was 

examined and compared to heat fluxes and meteorological data to determine was is driving the 

variability. It was found that the surface temperature, timing and length of summer and winter 

stratification, depth of thermocline and heat contents vary considerably from year to year. 

Computing heat fluxes from meteorological data revealed that these fluxes (due to the 

meteorological variables) also varied considerably year to year. The comparison of the drivers 

and the lake thermal responses, although not conclusive, yields some interesting relationships 

listed below.  

First of all, lake surface temperature for both Quesnel and Kamloops Lake was higher in 

the years with higher air temperatures. The warmer year of 2004 to 2005 resulted in higher year 

round surface temperatures in both lakes. The duration of summer stratification was also related 

to air temperature. The warmer years of 2003 to 2005 saw longer summer stratification than the 

colder year of 2007 to 2008 for Quesnel Lake. This was also true for Kamloops Lake with the 

warmer 2005 to 2006 having a longer period of summer stratification than 2007 to 2008. The 

increased length of summer stratification was a result of later fall turnover rather than earlier 

spring turnover. The thermocline depth also appears to be related to both air temperature and 

wind speed for both lakes with higher air temperatures and winds resulting in deeper 

thermoclines. For example, the summer of 2004 for Quesnel Lake was relatively warm with low 
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average winds, which resulted in high surface temperatures and a shallower mixed layer. Similar 

results were found by Hondzo and Stefan (1991) in a study of three lakes in North Central 

United States comparing an abnormally warm year to a more normal one. Schertzer et al. (2008) 

also found that warmer years resulted in early and longer summer stratification in study of Great 

Slave Lake that examined the thermal regime and heat fluxes from 1998-2003. 

 The confidence of the findings of this study is somewhat limited by the resolution and 

consistency of the data. For example, if the thermistors were more frequently and evenly spaced 

the temperature profiles generated would better show in the thermal structure and allow for the 

determination of epilimnion and metalimnion thickness. Also the need to interpolate 

temperatures would be reduced yielding more accurate results. Having multiple temperature 

profiles and on-lake meteorological stations would give the ability to calculate lake-average for 

water temperatures and the more accurate calculation of lake-average heat-fluxes as done by 

Schertzer et al. (2008) for Great Slave Lake.  However, in this study the observed heat content 

and heat fluxes balanced quite well for both lakes, validating both calculations. This indicates 

that the temperature profile used to estimate the whole lake thermal structure was representative 

and the use of airport meteorological data was adequate. This approach of using distant airport 

data to calculate lake surface heat fluxes has been used by Potts (2004) and Hondzo and Stefan 

(1991). 

ENSO and Lake Thermal Regime 

The thermal regime of lakes may be responding to large scale climate variability as well 

as local climatic conditions. Several studies have found a relationship between thermal 

components of lakes in North America and large scale meteorological phenomena like the El 

Nino Southern Oscillation (ENSO). The effects of ENSO on the region that includes Quesnel 
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and Kamloops Lakes (Chilcotin-Cariboo) is generally higher temperatures especially in the 

winter during El Nino conditions compared to La Nina conditions (Dawson et al 2008). The 

examination of these periods of higher variability is useful in predicting the long term effects of 

gradual climate change. 

A useful summary of ENSO conditions is the Multivariate Enso Index (MEI) which is 

available from http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/people/klaus.wolter/MEI/table.html. It is calculated 

from the sea-level pressure, surface wind, sea surface temperature, surface air temperature and 

cloud fraction over the tropical Pacific Ocean (Wolter & Timlin, 1993).  Coats et al. (2006) 

found that the MEI correlated with surface and whole lake average temperatures on both a daily 

and monthly time scale for Lake Tahoe. Arhonditsis et al. (2004) had similar findings for Lake 

Washington where the MEI correlated with epilimnetic temperatures. ENSO state has also been 

linked to strength of stratification. King, Shuter, and Zimmerman (1998) found that strong 

stratification conditions consisting of high epilimnetic temperatures, shallower thermoclines and 

large thermal gradients are more likely to occur in El Nino years for a lake in Ontario. 

The MEI for the data period for this study (2003 to 2008) is plotted in Figure 17. Positive 

values are associated with El Nino conditions and negative values with La Nina conditions. We 

see that moderate El Nino conditions dominated until mid 2005 when a shift to a short weak La 

Nina occurred lasting only to early 2006. Mid 2006 to early 2007 was a relatively strong El Nino 

which was followed by a period of strong La Nina conditions form mid 2007 to mid 2008. 

Comparing this to our lake thermal structure findings we see from Figure 8 that warmer 

surface temperatures occurred in Quesnel Lake in the El Nino years and lower minimum surface 

temperatures were associated with the strong La Nina period of 2007 to 2008 for both lakes.    

We also see a relationship with the onset and duration of stratification. For Quesnel Lake 
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summer stratification ended later and last longer in the El Nino years compared to the La Nina 

years. Also The La Nina winter of 2007 to 2008 had the longest period of winter (negative) 

stratification for both lakes.  

 

Figure 17. Multivariate Enso Index for 2003 to 2008, data from 

http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/people/klaus.wolter/MEI/table.html  
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expect that lake surface temperatures would increase, onset of summer stratification would be 

earlier, summer stratification would last longer, and thermocline depth will increase accordingly. 

These possible climate-related changes to the thermal regime would have serious 

consequences to the ecology of the lakes. As discussed in the introduction there would be many 

potential effects. With longer periods of stratification there would be less nutrient availability in 

the surface layer available for biological activity. Longer stratification may also result in a 

decrease in dissolved oxygen available in the hypolimnion. Higher surface temperatures may 

result in increased habitat for invasive species. Changes in thermocline depth can result in 

changes in habitat overlap for predator and prey. All of these potential impacts would have 

serious consequences for fisheries management.  

Since Quesnel Lake is an important Sockeye Salmon nursery lake, lake management 

concerns are mainly related to protecting this resource. The results of this study indicate that 

changes in thermal regime are likely to occur with a warming climate and should be factored into 

management strategies. Since fish have evolved in relatively stable hydrologic and thermal 

regimes the influence of climate change will put stress on them so management strategies should 

try to minimize other stressors as much as possible (Ficke, Myrick, & Hansen, 2007). This may 

mean tighter controls to anthropogenic stressors like over-fishing and habitat destruction. It may 

also include more effort going into preventing the spread of invasive species or consideration 

given to artificially fertilizing lakes if stratification changes result in oligotrophic lakes becoming 

even more nutrient limited.  

For Kamloops Lake the changes in stratification will affect how dissolved substances, 

such as pollutants and nutrients, move through it, so the knowledge of likely future mixing 

regimes will be very important. The period of winter stratification is very important to these flow 
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patterns where the effluent moves through the surface of the lake into the outflow more during 

winter stratification due to density relationships (Carmack, Gray, Pharo and Daley, 1979). This 

results in downstream nutrient enrichment issues (Dube, Sculp and Scrimgeour, 1997). If warmer 

temperatures result in shorter periods of winter stratification, as indicated by this study, less 

effluent would make it downstream and more mixing with lake water would occur. The possible 

result could be a shift in nutrient enrichment from the downstream waters to Kamloops Lake. 

This would need to be factored into determining the timing and allowable levels of effluent 

discharges. 

This study also illustrates the influence of inflow and outflow heat fluxes to the heat 

budget of river dominated lakes like Kamloops Lake. River discharge patterns are expected to be 

influenced by climate change. Studies show that spring freshets are occurring earlier in this 

region (Burford, Dery, & Holmes, 2009) and that overall discharge is increasing. This indicates 

that the advective heat fluxes may become an even larger component of the heat budget for river 

dominated lakes. It would also impact the mixing of Kamloops Lake by having the river 

influence become dominant earlier in the year. Other studies predict that as glaciers become 

depleted and precipitation decreases river discharges will decline in the longer-term (Schindler & 

Donahue, 2006) making advective heat flux a lesser component. So planning would have to 

include potentially earlier and more influence from rivers in the short term but less inputs into 

the more distant future. 

Recommendations 

To build upon this work data collection should continue in both these lakes so longer term 

trends can be monitored. Consideration should also be given to expanding the number of lakes 

being monitored especially in different climate zones as recommended by Carmack 
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(Unpublished Manuscript). To yield more confidence that whole lake conditions are being 

represented it would be useful to have multiple temperature chains deployed in the same 

locations and the same time  for the lakes as suggested by Schertzer (2007). The findings from 

this study could also be used to validate models to estimate the thermal response of lake to 

changing climatic conditions as done by Robertson and Ragotzkie (1990), who used a dynamical 

model to determine the response of Lake Mendota in Wisconsin to temperatures from climate 

projections.    
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